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Introduction: Recent efforts to indentify additional impact craters in Argentina, making use of LANDSAT imagery and aerial
photographs, have identified a possible new example in this category at Neuquén province, Patagonia. The identified structure is an
isolated crater (1.5 kilometers in diameter) located in the southwestern extreme (S 39º 10’, W 69º 53’)[1] of a large relict basaltic
plateau named Meseta de la Barda Negra. The aerial photographs
interpretation allow to show close similities with Barringer’s meteor
crater (Arizona, USA). The crater even resembles Barringer’s in
small details as the little squareness of its shape. The depression is
surrounded by a raised rim which is mainly developed in the southwestern area. The rim is composed by angular blocks and wide
boulders, possibly corresponding to an ejecta blanket. Stratigraphycally the crater affects two units, the Basalto Zapala (olivinic basalt
flow) which age was established by radiometric data as between
8,6 ± 0,4 and 2,3 ± 0,3 millon years (Later Miocene – Early Pliocene) [2]; and the underlie Collón Cura Formation (cineritic tuffs
and tuffites) attributed to Middle Miocene [3]. The hole is partially
covered by modern eolian sand and colluvial deposits. In the bottom, small expositions of thin diatomitic levels are present (Tula
mine). In situ research revealed possible shatter cones and breccias
in the middle and highest part of the slope. According to the geological context of the area, the estimated age of Barda Negra’s crater
is youngest than Lower Pliocene.
If this crater is in fact a new meteorite impact site then it would
be very important and interesting as the second simple-type impact
crater in basaltic rocks on Earth. To date, Lonar Lake’s crater in
India, (1.8 km), is the only simple-type terrestrial impact crater in
basalt known in the world [4]
A mathematical model for the impact was applied in quantum
formalism, polynomial elements and Korteweg-DeVries (KDV)
soliton theory [5], using a HP 49g, which is a Scientific Programmable Graphing Calculator with 1.5 Mb in RAM. For the impact
event are used the following parameters: diameter ~ 1.5 Km , circular shape, basement composition ~ basaltic. According this model
the asteroid diameter is ~ 48.65 m, with a velocity and impact angle
of ~ 17.91 km/s and 41.78° respectively. The number of rings are
calculated in ~ 0.37 with a initial crater profundity of ~ 156.52 m.
The total energy in the impact is calculated in ~ 1.01E24 Ergs, i.e.,
~ 23.97 megatons. Further investigation of this crater is in progress.
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